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According to this theory, the word simply described persons from this area, and it is only in the last few
centuries that it has taken on the broader sense of early medieval Scandinavians in general. However, there are
a few major problems with this theory. Another etymology, that gained support in the early twenty-first
century, derives Viking from the same root as Old Norse vika, f. In that case, the word Viking was not
originally connected to Scandinavian seafarers but assumed this meaning when the Scandinavians begun to
dominate the seas. In Old English, and in the history of the archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen written by Adam
of Bremen in about , the term generally referred to Scandinavian pirates or raiders. As in the Old Norse
usages, the term is not employed as a name for any people or culture in general. The word does not occur in
any preserved Middle English texts. The word Viking was introduced into Modern English during the
18th-century Viking revival, at which point it acquired romanticised heroic overtones of " barbarian warrior"
or noble savage. During the 20th century, the meaning of the term was expanded to refer to not only seaborne
raiders from Scandinavia and other places settled by them like Iceland and the Faroe Islands , but also any
member of the culture that produced said raiders during the period from the late 8th to the midth centuries, or
more loosely from about to as late as about As an adjective, the word is used to refer to ideas, phenomena, or
artefacts connected with those people and their cultural life, producing expressions like Viking age, Viking
culture, Viking art, Viking religion, Viking ship and so on. Roslagen is located along the coast of the northern
tip of the pink area marked "Swedes and Goths". The Vikings were known as Ascomanni "ashmen" by the
Germans for the ash wood of their boats, [28] Dubgail and Finngail "dark and fair foreigners" by the Irish,
[29] Lochlannach "lake person" by the Gaels [30] and Dene Dane by the Anglo-Saxons. The Slavs and the
Byzantines also called them Varangians Russian: Scandinavian bodyguards of the Byzantine emperors were
known as the Varangian Guard. The Franks normally called them Northmen or Danes, while for the English
they were generally known as Danes or heathen and the Irish knew them as pagans or gentiles. It is used in
distinction from Anglo-Saxon. Similar terms exist for other areas, such as Hiberno-Norse for Ireland and
Scotland. Viking Age Sea-faring Danes depicted invading England. Illuminated illustration from the 12th
century Miscellany on the Life of St. Edmund Pierpont Morgan Library The period from the earliest recorded
raids in the s until the Norman conquest of England in is commonly known as the Viking Age of Scandinavian
history. The Normans were descended from Vikings who were given feudal overlordship of areas in northern
Franceâ€”the Duchy of Normandy â€”in the 10th century. In that respect, descendants of the Vikings
continued to have an influence in northern Europe. Two Vikings even ascended to the throne of England, with
Sweyn Forkbeard claiming the English throne in â€” and his son Cnut the Great becoming king of England
â€” Traditionally containing large numbers of Scandinavians, it was known as the Varangian Guard. The most
eminent Scandinavian to serve in the Varangian Guard was Harald Hardrada , who subsequently established
himself as king of Norway â€” From the Chronicle of John Skylitzes. There is archaeological evidence that
Vikings reached Baghdad , the centre of the Islamic Empire. Among the Swedish runestones mentioning
expeditions overseas, almost half tell of raids and travels to western Europe. According to the Icelandic sagas,
many Norwegian Vikings also went to eastern Europe. In the Viking Age, the present day nations of Norway,
Sweden and Denmark did not exist, but were largely homogeneous and similar in culture and language,
although somewhat distinct geographically. The names of Scandinavian kings are reliably known only for the
later part of the Viking Age. After the end of the Viking Age the separate kingdoms gradually acquired
distinct identities as nations, which went hand-in-hand with their Christianisation. Thus the end of the Viking
Age for the Scandinavians also marks the start of their relatively brief Middle Ages. The first source that
Iceland and Greenland appear in is a papal letter of Twenty years later, they are then seen in the Gesta of
Adam of Bremen. It was not until after , when the islands had become Christianized, that accounts of the
history of the islands were written from the point of view of the inhabitants in sagas and chronicles. Later in
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their history, they began to settle in other lands. This expansion occurred during the Medieval Warm Period.
Their realm was bordered by powerful cultures to the south. The Saxons were a fierce and powerful people
and were often in conflict with the Vikings. To counter the Saxon aggression and solidify their own presence,
the Danes constructed the huge defence fortification of Danevirke in and around Hedeby. The Saxon defeat
resulted in their forced christening and the absorption of Old Saxony into the Carolingian Empire. Fear of the
Franks led the Vikings to further expand Danevirke, and the defence constructions remained in use throughout
the Viking Age and even up until Motives The motives driving the Viking expansion are a topic of much
debate in Nordic history. One common theory posits that Charlemagne "used force and terror to Christianise
all pagans", leading to baptism, conversion or execution, and as a result, Vikings and other pagans resisted and
wanted revenge. England suffered from internal divisions and was relatively easy prey given the proximity of
many towns to the sea or to navigable rivers. Lack of organised naval opposition throughout Western Europe
allowed Viking ships to travel freely, raiding or trading as opportunity permitted. The decline in the
profitability of old trade routes could also have played a role. Trade between western Europe and the rest of
Eurasia suffered a severe blow when the Roman Empire fell in the 5th century. The Jutes invaded the British
Isles three centuries earlier, pouring out from Jutland during the Age of Migrations , before the Danes settled
there. The Saxons and the Angles did the same, embarking from mainland Europe. The Viking raids were,
however, the first to be documented in writing by eyewitnesses, and they were much larger in scale and
frequency than in previous times. With the advancements of their ships during the ninth century, the Vikings
were able to sail to Russia and some northern parts of Europe. Jomsburg , was a semi-legendary Viking
stronghold at the southern coast of the Baltic Sea medieval Wendland , modern Pomerania , that existed
between the s and Its inhabitants were known as Jomsvikings. This period of energetic activity also had a
pronounced effect in the Scandinavian homelands, which were subject to a variety of new influences. Towns
appeared that functioned as secular and ecclesiastical administrative centres and market sites, and monetary
economies began to emerge based on English and German models. Foreign churchmen and native elites were
energetic in furthering the interests of Christianity, which was now no longer operating only on a missionary
footing, and old ideologies and lifestyles were transforming. By , the first archbishopric was founded in
Scandinavia, at Lund , Scania, then part of Denmark. The assimilation of the nascent Scandinavian kingdoms
into the cultural mainstream of European Christendom altered the aspirations of Scandinavian rulers and of
Scandinavians able to travel overseas, and changed their relations with their neighbours. One of the primary
sources of profit for the Vikings had been slave-taking. The medieval Church held that Christians should not
own fellow Christians as slaves, so chattel slavery diminished as a practice throughout northern Europe. This
took much of the economic incentive out of raiding, though sporadic slaving activity continued into the 11th
century. Scandinavian predation in Christian lands around the North and Irish Seas diminished markedly. The
kings of Norway continued to assert power in parts of northern Britain and Ireland, and raids continued into
the 12th century, but the military ambitions of Scandinavian rulers were now directed toward new paths. In ,
Sigurd I of Norway sailed for the eastern Mediterranean with Norwegian crusaders to fight for the newly
established Kingdom of Jerusalem , and Danes and Swedes participated energetically in the Baltic Crusades of
the 12th and 13th centuries. Although they were generally a non-literate culture that produced no literary
legacy, they had an alphabet and described themselves and their world on runestones. Most contemporary
literary and written sources on the Vikings come from other cultures that were in contact with them. Literature
and language See also: The most important primary sources on the Vikings are contemporary texts from
Scandinavia and regions where the Vikings were active. Most contemporary documentary sources consist of
texts written in Christian and Islamic communities outside Scandinavia, often by authors who had been
negatively affected by Viking activity. Later writings on the Vikings and the Viking Age can also be important
for understanding them and their culture, although they need to be treated cautiously. After the consolidation
of the church and the assimilation of Scandinavia and its colonies into the mainstream of medieval Christian
culture in the 11th and 12th centuries, native written sources begin to appear, in Latin and Old Norse. In the
Viking colony of Iceland, an extraordinary vernacular literature blossomed in the 12th through 14th centuries,
and many traditions connected with the Viking Age were written down for the first time in the Icelandic sagas.
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A literal interpretation of these medieval prose narratives about the Vikings and the Scandinavian past is
doubtful, but many specific elements remain worthy of consideration, such as the great quantity of skaldic
poetry attributed to court poets of the 10th and 11th centuries, the exposed family trees, the self images, the
ethical values, all included in these literary writings. Indirectly, the Vikings have also left a window open to
their language, culture and activities, through many Old Norse place names and words, found in their former
sphere of influence. Viking influence is also evident in concepts like the present-day parliamentary body of the
Tynwald on the Isle of Man. The Norse named some of the rapids on the Dnieper , but this can hardly be seen
from the modern names. One reason is that the cultures of north-eastern Europe at the time were non-literate,
and did not produce a legacy of literature. Another is that the vast majority of written sources on Scandinavia
in the Viking Age come from Iceland, a nation originally settled by Norwegian colonists. As a result, there is
much more material from the Viking Age about Norway than Sweden, which apart from many runic
inscriptions, has almost no written sources from the early Middle Ages. Runestones The Lingsberg Runestone
in Sweden Runic inscriptions of the larger of the Jelling Stones in Denmark Two types of Norse runestones
from the Viking Age The Norse of the Viking Age could read and write and used a non-standardised alphabet,
called runor, built upon sound values. While there are few remains of runic writing on paper from the Viking
era, thousands of stones with runic inscriptions have been found where Vikings lived. They are usually in
memory of the dead, though not necessarily placed at graves. The use of runor survived into the 15th century,
used in parallel with the Latin alphabet. The majority of runic inscriptions from the Viking period are found in
Sweden and date from the 11th century. The oldest stone with runic inscriptions was found in Norway and
dates to the 4th century, suggesting that runic inscriptions pre-date the Viking period. Many runestones in
Scandinavia record the names of participants in Viking expeditions, such as the Kjula runestone that tells of
extensive warfare in Western Europe and the Turinge Runestone , which tells of a war band in Eastern Europe.
Other runestones mention men who died on Viking expeditions. Runestones are important sources in the study
of Norse society and early medieval Scandinavia, not only of the Viking segment of the population. The older,
smaller stone was raised by King Gorm the Old , the last pagan king of Denmark, as a memorial honouring
Queen Thyre. It has three sides: Viking Age inscriptions have also been discovered on the Manx runestones on
the Isle of Man.
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May the gods be praised! Poor child to have such a father! No man ever ran away with his entrails hanging to
his knees, or his head cut off. And every day, Odin chooses slain men to join him. They arm themselves and
fight in the courtyard. They kill one another; but every night they rise again, and ride back to the hall, and
feast. The roof is made out of shields. The rafters are spears. Coats of mail litter the benches. A wolf stands at
the Western door and an eagle hovers above it. It has five hundred and forty doors, and when Ragnarok
comes, eight hundred warriors will march out of each door, shoulder to shoulder. Nothing made by man could
constrain Fenrir, so they forged it from the things we cannot see and the things we cannot hear. Like the breath
of a fishâ€¦ the sound a moving cat makes. The rootsâ€¦ of a mountain. When I wake, they skulk in the
shadows, shapeless, but no sooner am I asleep than they creep forward again. They heaped it with hunks of
chopped meat, and it reminded Thor that rather too long had gone by since they had last eaten. A chair was
provided for Loki at one end of the trencher, and for Logi at the other. At the word from the giant King, they
both began to eat. They gobbled and consumed and devoured. Each of them ate as fast as they could, edging
their chair forward, and they met at the middle of the trencher. Loki had eaten every scrap of meat and left
nothing but the bones. But Logi had not only eaten the meat, he had eaten the bones, and the trencher as well.
And now, I am here. A slave does not really exist. But this, I can never imagine. With maidens you have had
your way, Each must die some day!
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Visit Website The exact reasons for Vikings venturing out from their homeland are uncertain; some have
suggested it was due to overpopulation of their homeland, but the earliest Vikings were looking for riches, not
land. In the eighth century A. Scandinavian furs were highly prized in the new trading markets; from their
trade with the Europeans, Scandinavians learned about new sailing technology as well as about the growing
wealth and accompanying inner conflicts between European kingdoms. The Viking predecessorsâ€”pirates
who preyed on merchant ships in the Baltic Seaâ€”would use this knowledge to expand their fortune-seeking
activities into the North Sea and beyond. The culpritsâ€”probably Norwegians who sailed directly across the
North Seaâ€”did not destroy the monastery completely, but the attack shook the European religious world to
its core. Unlike other groups, these strange new invaders had no respect for religious institutions such as the
monasteries, which were often left unguarded and vulnerable near the shore. Two years later, Viking raids
struck the undefended island monasteries of Skye and Iona in the Hebrides as well as Rathlin off the northeast
coast of Ireland. For several decades, the Vikings confined themselves to hit-and-run raids against coastal
targets in the British Isles particularly Ireland and Europe the trading center of Dorestad, 80 kilometers from
the North Sea, became a frequent target after They then took advantage of internal conflicts in Europe to
extend their activity further inland: Before long other Vikings realized that Frankish rulers were willing to pay
them rich sums to prevent them from attacking their subjects, making Frankia an irresistible target for further
Viking activity. Conquests in the British Isles By the mid-ninth century, Ireland, Scotland and England had
become major targets for Viking settlement as well as raids. When King Charles the Bald began defending
West Frankia more energetically in , fortifying towns, abbeys, rivers and coastal areas, Viking forces began to
concentrate more on England than Frankia. In the wave of Viking attacks in England after , only one
kingdomâ€”Wessexâ€”was able to successfully resist. Viking armies mostly Danish conquered East Anglia
and Northumberland and dismantled Mercia, while in King Alfred the Great of Wessex became the only king
to decisively defeat a Danish army in England. In the first half of the 10th century, English armies led by the
descendants of Alfred of Wessex began reconquering Scandinavian areas of England; the last Scandinavian
king, Erik Bloodaxe, was expelled and killed around , permanently uniting English into one kingdom. Europe
and Beyond Meanwhile, Viking armies remained active on the European continent throughout the ninth
century, brutally sacking Nantes on the French coast in and attacking towns as far inland as Paris, Limoges,
Orleans, Tours and Nimes. In , Vikings stormed Seville then controlled by the Arabs ; in , they plundered Pisa,
though an Arab fleet battered them on the way back north. By the late 10th century, some Vikings including
the famous Erik the Red moved even further westward, to Greenland. According to later Icelandic histories,
some of the early Viking settlers in Greenland supposedly led by the Norwegian Viking hero Leif Eriksson ,
son of Erik the Red may have become the first Europeans to discover and explore North America. Danish
Dominance The midth-century reign of Harald Bluetooth as king of a newly unified, powerful and
Christianized Denmark marked the beginning of a second Viking age. Large-scale raids, often organized by
royal leaders, hit the coasts of Europe and especially England, where the line of kings descended from Alfred
the Great was faltering. Crowned king of England on Christmas Day in , William managed to retain the crown
against further Danish challenges. Today, signs of the Viking legacy can be found mostly in the Scandinavian
origins of some vocabulary and place-names in the areas in which they settled, including northern England,
Scotland and Russia. In Iceland, the Vikings left an extensive body of literature, the Icelandic sagas, in which
they celebrated the greatest victories of their glorious past.
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my world, and my happiness." Viking society is, you know, pretty much based on revenge.

6: Vikings (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Vikings transports us to the brutal and mysterious world of Ragnar Lothbrok, a Viking warrior and farmer who yearns to
explore - and raid - the distant shores across the ocean.

7: â€˜Vikingsâ€™ creator on Lagerthaâ€™s siege and what comes next â€“ Screener
My World: the Vikings [Peter Chrisp] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. My World is a
new and exciting series which explores past worlds through the eyes of a child.

8: Vikings Official Team Website | Minnesota Vikings - www.enganchecubano.com
Edit Vikings on Ragnar Lothbrok In my world, it is believed that the day of your death is fated. Would you like to know
the day of your death?" â€” Ragnar Lothbrok.

9: Vikings Group Tickets | Minnesota Vikings - www.enganchecubano.com
Vikings appear in several books by the Danish American writer Poul Anderson, while British explorer, historian, and
writer Tim Severin authored a trilogy of novels in about a young Viking adventurer Thorgils Leifsson, who travels around
the world.
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